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COMING SOON

Our M18 FUEL™ Pipe Threader w/ OneKey™ is the industry’s first cordless pipe 
threader, revolutionizing the pipe threading process. The cordless pipe threader features 
AutoStop™ technology that senses severe kickback and automatically shuts the tool off. 
It also has a die head retention lock preventing die head ejection and a side grip to 
eliminate the need for you to hold the spinning die head when starting threads. The 



Where To Buy

INCLUDES:

(1) M18 FUEL™ Pipe Threader w/ One-Key™ (2874-20) (/Products/Power-Tools/Plumbing-
Installation/Threading/2874-20)

(1) Threading Support Arm

(1) Carrying Case
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AUTOSTOP™ KICKBACK CONTROL

◾ AUTOSTOP™ senses severe kickback and automatically shuts off the tool
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SIDE-GRIP THREAD STARTS

◾ Die Head Retention Lock allows for die to lock into the tool before starting thread

◾ Side-Grip allows for no engagement with the spinning die head before or during threading 

process





THREADS FASTER THAN CORDED

◾ Faster threading allows for unmatched productivity

◾ Multi-Speed Selector optimizes thread quality across pipe sizes
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TRADE FOCUSED

SYSTEM WIDE

Auto-Stop™ Kickback Control



Side Grip Thread Starts 

Threads Faster than Corded 

Side grip and die head retention lock for no engagement with spinning die head

Offset die head for closer threading near pipe bends and against walls. 

AUTOSTOP™ kickback control prevents severe kickback 

Compatible with ridgid® 12-R and Reed R12+ die heads 

Dedicated Support Arm enables threading without pipe stand 

Over 25, 2” pipe threads per charge

Multi-Speed Selector optimizes thread quality across pipe sizes 

One-Key™ technology allows for tracking, tool security, and inventory management 

POWERSTATE™ Brushless Motor provides more power, more run-time, and longer life 

REDLINK PLUS™ Electronic Intelligence enables advanced communication between batteries 
and tools for unmatched performance, protection, and productivity.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Voltage 18V

Length 26.3"

Width 4.8"

Battery System M18

Weight 22.3 lbs

Height 8.5"

Power Source Cordless

Magnesium enforced carry handle 

Fits M18™ Batteries

Download Owner's Manual (/support/manuals-and-downloads?search=2874-20)

Download Service Parts List (/support/manuals-and-downloads?search=2874-20)
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Review 1
Votes 20

Calgary 

Skill Level:
Professional

Gender Male

I recently had a chance to try this out and was thoroughly 
impressed. I cant believe that this is even possible in a 
cordless tool.. The amount of thought that went into its 
design is very admirable with this tool (as with most 
Milwaukee tools). I would love to get my hands on this to put 
it through it’s paces, genuinely curious how many joints can 
be done per charge/battery. You can bet it will carry a hefty 
price tag, which will likely still be competitive to corded 
versions made by the competition. Which might keep it out of 
my tool box for a while sadly but when I do get my hands on 
it I will be posting updates with its performance etc 

If you get a chance, do try this tool out - it’s a beast!

Ryan

Yes, I recommend this product. 

Helpful? Yes · 20 No · 2 Report 

Review 1
Votes 3

New york 

Skill Level: Avid Do-
It-Yourselfer

Gender Male

Occasionally i have to turn dead Terminators into spare parts. 
This device has been instrumental in achieving that. All i need 
is my Mega Sawzall a carbide laser blade and were off. And 
so is the t800's Arm!!

Yes, I recommend this product. 

Helpful? Yes · 3 No · 7 Report 
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RockyMountainRyan · 5 months ago  

Total Game Changer.. 

Anonymous · 3 months ago  

INCREDIBLE!!!! 


